Abstract. Any tree can be represented in a maximally compact form as a directed acyclic graph where common subtrees are factored and shared, being represented only once. Such a compaction can be effected in linear time. It is used to save storage in implementations of functional programming languages, as well as in symbolic manipulation and computer algebra systems. In compiling, the compaction problem is known as the \common subexpression problem" and it plays a central rôle in register allocation, code generation and optimisation. We establish here that, under a variety of probabilistic models, a tree of size n has a compacted form of expected size asymptotically
where the constant C is explicitly related to the type of trees to be compacted and to the statistical model re ecting tree usage. In particular the savings in storage approach 100% on average for large structures, which overperforms the commonly used form of sharing that is restricted to leaves (atoms).
Introduction. A tree can be compacted by representing occurrences of repeated subtrees only once. In that case, several pointers will point to the representation of any common subtree, and the original tree becomes a directed acyclic digraph also called a dag. The process itself is diversely known as \sharing" or \common subexpression recognition". Obviously some storage is saved in this way, and our purpose is to estimate the expected gain attained by such a representation. (See Fig. 1 .) Trees that we consider are plane rooted trees 21] as commonly occur in a variety of contexts: in Lisp systems or as a representation of expressions in compiling; as syntax trees in parsing and code generation or structured programme editing; as the representation of terms in symbolic manipulation and computer algebra systems.
In the programming language Lisp 24] , all programmes and data are represented in the form of \symbolic expressions" (S-expressions) having a binary branching tree structure. Under the tree representation, the external nodes are labelled with primitive symbols or atoms while the internal nodes, that are unlabelled, only re ect the hierarchical structure of the expression.
In most Lisp implementations, external nodes of (S-expression) trees are kept separately, in a storage area called \atom space", and multiple instances of them are stored uniquely. This is a restricted form of sharing that presents obvious storage saving advantages. Following an original suggestion by McCarthy, this sharing scheme can also be extended to internal nodes. Shared representations of Lisp trees introduce greater complexity in the management of memory, but also provide greater savings in the use of storage. Therefore, the extended sharing scheme was adopted in some implementations of Lisp 19] , 32].
The syntax structure of a programme is also described by a tree. Such a representation is invariably used in parsers and structured editors. For instance, the syntax oriented Mentor system 12] uses some amount of sharing to save space when storing the representation of a programme on disk. In another context, common subexpression recognition leads to improved register allocation e ciency, a well known fact in compiler design 1]; this in turn results in code that is faster to execute. Alternatively, recognition of common programme fragments is used to generate more compact compiled code by some compilers.
Uni cation itself, which is at the heart of logic programming systems is usually implemented using sharing in order to avoid the combinatorial explosion that would arise from repeated duplications of subtrees.
In a related context, a symbolic manipulation system like Maple 8, 7] manages storage using pointers and hashing in such a way that subexpressions exist uniquely in main memory. With this representation, the e ect of applications of expansion rules that cause subtree duplications, like distributivity or symbolic di erentiation, is somewhat decreased: For instance in 18], it is shown that symbolic di erentiation has expected time and storage costs of O(n 3=2 ) while the cost reduces to O(n) when sharing is used. Furthermore, in the Maple system, functions have a \remember" option (memo functions) and in conjunction with sharing, this feature appreciably improves time performances for many applications. This can be seen when computing, for instance There, a large number of duplicate computations take place unless some sharing is used. The Macsyma system also allows the user to save expressions in a shared format: this is the \Fas-save" command 23, Chap. 10] .
All these applications demonstrate the interest of sharing subexpressions or subtrees in a diversity of contexts. It thus seems of interest to be able to quantify under well de ned statistical models of tree usage the gains to be expected from tree compaction.
Each tree has a maximally factored representation as a dag which is unique up to isomorphism. The size of that dag representation, measured by the number of its nodes, will be referred to here as the compacted size of the tree. The extremal cases for the cost of this structure are easy to characterize. In this paper, we consider trees with a xed nite number of node types so that node degrees are bounded by some constant. Then, the compacted size of a tree with n nodes lies between O(log n) and O(n). Our objective is to prove under a large class of statistical models, some simple and others closer to real{life applications, the following fact.
The expectation of the compacted size of a tree with n nodes is asymptotically
where the constant C M is explicitly computable from a speci cation of the class of trees and the associated statistical model M which is used. In the particular case of binary trees under the uniform model (all trees with n internal nodes being taken equally likely), the value of the constant is C = 2 s log 4 1: 32856 49405:
For instance approximation (1) is within 2.5% of the exact expected value when n = 500. The sublinear estimate (1) shows that the compaction saving asymptotically approaches 100% for large trees, when \full sharing" is used, a fact rst noticed by Casas et al. 5 ]. This situation is to be contrasted with the fact that sharing limited to atoms (i.e., terminals or leaves) only leads to an average gain factor that remains bounded away from 100%. For practical considerations, a closer examination is called for since expression (1), though being o(n), is only slightly sublinear. It is precisely the object of this work to prove the basic claim (1) with its curious growth of n= p log n, and also to provide ways of estimating the constants involved.
Plan of the paper. Section 1 introduces a brief discussion of algorithmic aspects of tree compaction, and it also serves to introduce some of the necessary concepts. Our objective is of course to justify the very general claim presented above. To do so, we rst discuss in some detail the analysis of binary trees under the random uniform model (Sect. 2, 3). The analysis itself decomposes into an \algebraic part" providing exact enumerations through generating functions (Sect. 2) followed by asymptotic analysis (Sect. 3). The unusual form of the result is obtained through singularity analysis of a generating function, and the key lemmas are also given in Section 3. Section 4 discusses a general class of models called \branching models" which include standard combinatorial models, probabilistic models from the theory of branching processes, and a formalisation of some empirical models suggested by statistical evidence. The exact enumeration results form the contents of Section 5, and they are established by an extension of the corresponding algebraic methods employed for binary trees. Section 6 contains some brief indications that justify our basic asymptotic claim (1) for such general models. Final remarks on this type of analysis are given in Section 7.
Algorithmic Aspects of Tree Compaction
Constructing the factored representation of a tree is often considered to be a computationally ine cient process. However, procedures which dynamically maintain a global \unique identi er" table allow the compacted form to be determined in time ranging from O(n Table) then return(value_found) else counter := counter+1; Insert pair (triple,counter) in Table; return(counter) fi fi end; Figure 2 . The main procedure UID computes \unique identi ers" for all subtrees of a given binary tree T . It is assumed that the global counter is initially set to 0; Table is Computing the partition of nodes of t into equivalence classes reduces to associating with nodes (and their dangling subtrees) \unique identi ers" (uid's), two nodes being equivalent i they have the same uid. Figure 2 describes a top-down procedure, UID that determines uid's. It is specialised to labelled binary trees which we may take in a standard Lisp format, an example being (-(* (+ x y) (+ x y)) (* (-x y) (-x y))).
The procedure is essentially a postorder traversal that maintains a global association table. In order to determine the uid of (f u v), determine the uid's i and j of u and v. If the triple <f i j> already exists in the global table, then the corresponding (already allocated) unique identi er is returned; otherwise, a new unique identi er is allocated, and the table is updated. Atomic symbols are treated in a similar fashion.
Optimising that procedure is a data structure exercise. If the global Table is maintained sequentially, then the basic procedure is of complexity O(n 2 ), and the complexity would reduce to O(n log n) if some balanced search tree structure were used. In practice, hashing will reduce the complexity to an average of O(n). Finally, a more complex bottom up procedure with worst{case running time O(n) can be found, based on pseudo radix sorting techniques (see e.g. 13]) but it seems to be mainly of theoretical interest due to larger implied constants and an intrinsically non recursive structure.
Exact Enumerations and Generating Functions
In this section, we analyze the expectation of the gain brought by tree compaction applied to the class B of (unlabelled) binary trees. All such trees with n binary nodes are taken equally n binary trees with n internal binary nodes.
(We refer to n as the size of the tree, and generally we use jtj to denote the size of tree t.)
Each of these trees is thus taken in the model under consideration with probability 1=B n . The analysis that follows aims at exact results, the corresponding asymptotic estimates being the subject of the next section.
The major technique used here is that of generating functions. If f n is a sequence of numbers, then its (ordinary) generating function, gf , is by de nition f(z) = X n 0 f n z n ; and z n ]f(z) denotes the coe cient, f n , of z n in f(z). As is well known the gf of the B n is B(z) = X n 0 B n z n = 1 ? p 1 ? 4z 2z :
Let K t] denote the compacted size of tree t. We consider the cumulated quantity K n = P K t], with the sum extending to all binary trees of size n, and seek an expression for the expected value K n = K n =B n . Observe that K t] is also equal to the number of distinct subtrees of tree t. Thus, letting A u;n denote the number of trees of size n that contain u as a subtree, we get K n = P u2B A u;n ; accordingly for generating functions, we have K(z) = 
This form of K(z) derives immediately from the determination of A u (z), the gf of trees containing the subtree u,
which is itself based on a curious inclusion{exclusion principle. We employ a two step argument: (i) by standard generating function techniques, it is easy to \overcount" trees containing k occurrences of a xed tree u; (ii) from this, the exact count of trees containing u at least once can be recovered using an inclusion{exclusion argument. That line of reasoning has the advantage of carrying over almost verbatim to much more general random tree models.
Let B n;l be the number of trees of size n having l external nodes. Clearly B n;l = 0 if l 6 = n + 1 and B n;n+1 = B n . The bivariate generating function of the B n;l is thus B(z; v) X n;l 0 B n;l v l z n = vB(zv):
Consider now combinatorial con gurations called k{marked trees which are trees with k distinct leaves marked. The number of such con gurations of size n has generating function
By grafting, on marked leaves, occurrences of a xed tree u (with size p), one obtains a second type of combinatorial con gurations called u k {marked trees: These are trees with k nodes marked, each of the subtrees dangling from the marked nodes being isomorphic to u. The u k {marked trees have gf D
We claim|and delay the proof|that the gf of trees containing pattern u as a subtree at least once satis es
If this is granted, then, by (6) and (7), we have
so that, by the Taylor expansion applied around v=1 to B(z; v), we get A u (z) = B(z; 1) ? B(z; 1 ? z p ); a form which leads to (3) using relation (5) The function K(z) is analytic in a larger domain than its de nition implies. Analytic continuation is a crucial ingredient in applying singularity analysis. The method which we use is summarized by Lemma 2. It eventually relies on Cauchy's integral formula,
the contour of integration coming close enough to the singularity in order to \extract" the necessary information from the function's behaviour.
Lemma 1 ]. For z in the intersection of D and a su ciently small neighbourhood of 1 4 , as z ! (14) and two di erent regimes need to be taken into account depending on the conditions p < p 0 or p p 0 .
The rough analysis sketched above is su cient to establish the analytic continuation result for f(z), whence for K(z). A more detailed analysis reveals that the main contribution to K(z) is due to the terms with p p 0 in Eq. (12, 13) . It leads to the stated approximation of f(z) and K(z) inside their extended existence domain.
The last lemma of this section is borrowed from 16]. The proof is based on Cauchy's formula and it provides us with a means of translating each of the terms appearing in the singular expansion (11). ?(? ) log n(1 + O( 1 log n )):
Lemma 2 (i)
(ii). Let h h ; i (z) be a function analytic in the domain ; = fz = jzj 1+ and jArg(z? 1)j g for some > 0 and < 2 . Assume that, as z ! 1 in ; , for some reals , , . The error term O(:) of (11) is similarly subjected to the lemma with = ? 1 2 and = ? 3 2 . Thus,
n ?1=2 (log n) ?1=2 (1 + O( 1 log n )):
Theorem 2 is nally proved using the value of C 0 = 2 ?1=2 p log 4, ?(
= p , and the classical asymptotic form B n 4 n = p n 3 .
The analytic treatment can also be applied to the function A u (z); in this way, we nd that the probability that a tree of size n ! 1 does not contain a xed pattern of size p decreases exponentially like n where is the root close to 1 of p ? p?1 + 4 1?p = 0. Several results on the occurrences of patterns in trees can be derived in this way. (The corresponding results for strings are due to Guibas and Odlyzko, cf, e.g., 27].) Finally, we tabulate below the exact value of K n and its asymptotic approximation K n given by the main term of Theorem 2. The agreement is quite good. The compaction ratio K n =n crosses the value 50% for n somewhere near 800. where the product is extended to all node labels of t.
In the model induced by the pair hF; wi, trees are taken with a probability proportional to their weight. Formally, under this model, a tree of size n will be taken with probability t] = w t] W n where W n = X jtj=n w t]: (15) Thus if we assign to symbols sin and log weights that are respectively 1 and 3, and to symbols + and weights 5 and 7, the probabilities of the two terms (x + sin(x)) (y + log(y)) and (x log(x)) + (y log(y)) are in the ratio 5=(7 3). Furthermore, by adjusting the coecients between symbols of di erent arities, one can model asymptotically any predetermined probability distribution over symbols that respects the obvious \conservation law" of trees. In this way, we can thus design a model in which ternary symbols are, e.g., twice less likely than binary symbols etc. The weighted models are of interest for several reasons. By construction, they are likely to represent real-life situations better than the uniform models (that only combine points 1 and 2 above). In e ect, Clark 10, 11] has shown, from statistics on actual large data structures created by a number of Lisp programmes that, rather independently of particular applications:
(i) There is a fairly constant probability, in the interval 2 3 ; 3 4 ], that a left son of a cons node be an atom, and similarly for right nodes, the range being then 1 4 ; 1 3 ].
(ii) The (non-nil) atom symbols tend to have a frequency distribution obeying the Zipf Law (where the i{th item has probability C i ). Those models are also natural from a mathematical point of view since they are equivalent to assuming that the trees are generated by a branching process with a conditioning by the size n of the result.
Our objective is now to extend our previous approach to this whole class of weighted models. First, we shall show that expected values of the compaction ratio are still accessible via generating functions. This leads to exact expressions that generalise Theorem 1 above, and our approach follows rather directly the lines of Eq. (5-9) . Next, we shall discuss how the analytic approach can be progressively extended to cover the case of general branching models.
In all cases, a tree of size n is found to have an expected compacted size (1) asymptotic to C n p log n :
5 General Models: Algebraic Enumerations
Let us x from now on a set F of functional symbols, where each f 2 F has an arity (or degree) deg(f) and a weight w f]. We rst de ne the structure polynomial associated with hF; wi by
For instance if F = fx; z; p ; +; g with corresponding set of weights f1; 2; 4; 8; 16g, then It is convenient to think of the weighted set of trees T as a multiset each tree being counted with a multiplicity equal to its weight, and refer to W n as the \number" of trees in the multiset. Our This theorem vastly generalises Theorem 1 by providing combinatorial expressions for any branching model: If F has r symbols with di erent degrees, quantity K N is expressed by a multiple sum of order r+ ?2. In the case of \pure" binary trees, we obtain, in agreement with Theorem 1, a double sum ( = r = 2). Double sums also arise if one considers \pure" ternary trees. Binary trees with two types of leaves ( = 2, r = 3) lead to triple sums; unlabelled unary-binary trees or (unbalanced!) 2{3{trees lead to fourfold summations ( = r = 3) etc.
General Models: Asymptotic Analysis
Our objective here is to give some background to support the claim made in the introduction, Eq. (1). In Section 2, we considered the special model M of uniform binary trees, and we showed how singularity analysis could lead to the result. The same strategy, based on singularity analysis of generating functions, is employed here. However, two serious types of di culties await us in the more general case. The maximum node degree under the model is d, there are r di erent node types, and i is the arity associated with node type i; j represents the coe cient of y j in the structure polynomial (y).
1. For families with high node degrees, generating functions of interest are algebraic functions that need not have closed form solutions. In contrast, for binary trees, all generating functions were expressible with square roots. 2. If several types of nodes with the same degree (e.g. and ) are present with di erent weights, we know from Section 3.1 that both generating functions and combinatorial enumerations involve multinomial coe cients. The presence of these multinomials rather complicates the singularity analysis of function K(z).
Each of the corresponding problems can be overcome as follows.
1. Singularities of algebraic functions arising in enumeration problems are still analytically of a square{root type 25, 26] . This is well illustrated by combinatorial families of trees simply de ned by restrictions on node degrees. 2. Multinomial (discrete) distributions are well approximated in the asymptotic limit by multivariate (continuous) Gaussian distributions. The multinomial expressions involved in the gf K(z) can be analyzed in this way, and a singularity analysis can be performed.
This technique is needed already when considering binary trees with several types of leaves.
In the most general case, we shall nd that the model{dependent constant C M is expressible in terms of certain numbers (characteristic of model M) as well as the entropy of the asymptotic distribution of node labels in the second case. We rst need to describe the \composition" of a large random tree.
Proposition 2 Under a branching model with structure polynomial (y), a node type i with weight w i and arity i occurs in a large random tree with asymptotic frequency given by i = w i i ( ) ; (19) where is the smallest positive root of the equation ( ) ? 0 ( ) = 0.
The dominant singularity of T(z) and K(z) is at = = ( ). By standard arguments, T(z) has an algebraic singularity at that is of a p type, and many important parameters are 
where i is the asymptotic frequency of node type i.
We brie y explain how the ne structure constant is computed. We have r node types, with i being the arity of node type i. Introduce ! i = log(1= i ). De ne the Jacobian of the family of trees in terms of a determinant as J = H r ? 1 In general these constants are best estimated using computer algebra systems!
Conclusions
Analysis of algorithms classically concerns itself with search trees (related to order properties) or digital trees (based on digital properties of records) 22]. The corresponding tools are recurrence equations, and di erential or di erence equations over generating functions for more advanced applications 14]. There is by now a well{established tradition on these models. The branching models considered here are in comparison new{comers in the area of analysis of algorithms. They arise naturally as combinatorial models (see 21, Sect 2.3.4] for introductory material), but also as a specialisation of branching processes or as a way of making precise empirical observations on large structures created by symbolic systems 11, 10], as we have discussed in Section 4.
Meir and Moon's seminal paper 25], itself inspired by P olya's works 29, 30] , showed the possibility of counting trees in models that are essentially equivalent to our general branching model. What is interesting is a situation not unlike what we witness in statistical physics: many characteristic parameters exhibit a qualitative behaviour which is model{independent.
For instance, it was rst shown by Meir and Moon that random trees in model M have a pro le which, after normalisation, exhibits a \rain drop" shape (Rayleigh distribution) and appears to be independent of M.
We now know more. Under any branching model, trees tend to have depth O( p n) 15] rather than O(log n) in other models. The frequency of occurrences of patterns is discussed in 31], where it is shown to be geometrically decreasing in the size of the pattern. (By analogy, in a random binary string, a pattern of size k occurs at a given place with probability 2 ?k ). Such a result entails that even na ve pattern matching algorithms have linear, O(n), rather than quadratic, O(n 2 ), complexity. A valuable analysis of multiple pattern matching along these lines has been carried out by Albert and Fages 3]. Pedersen 28] has several interesting results on the counting of trees containing patterns of various types. In particular, he has obtained independently the form of our A u (z) for binary trees, Eq. (4).
In the realm of symbolic manipulation algorithms, we have mentioned already that symbolic di erentiation is greatly improved by sharing which causes its complexity to decrease from O(n The present paper has similar objectives. However, contrary to pattern matching problems, the parameter under study is not simply recursively de ned, so that the mathematical problems involved are somewhat di erent. Perhaps what distinguishes it is the combinatorial and analytic techniques needed to solve the original problem. With an unusual compaction ratio that involves 1= p log n, with multiplicative constants whose expression mixes the entropy of asymptotic probability distributions as well as certain algebraic numbers, it is unlikely that elementary derivations could easily be found for our most general results.
